Genomic Characterization of a Novel HIV Type 1 Strain Originating from CRF07_BC and CRF01_AE by Heterosexual Transmission in the Lingshan Prefecture of Guangxi Province, China.
Recently, an increasing number of circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) and unique recombinant forms of HIV-1 have been identified in China, contributing substantially to the genetic variability of this virus. This study reports a novel second-generation recombinant form of HIV-1 (GX2015QZLS204), composed of segments from the CRF07_BC and CRF01_AE strains, which was isolated from an HIV-positive male individual infected through heterosexual contact, while residing in the Guangxi province of southwest China. Analysis of the near full-length genome sequence showed that one segment of the CRF01_AE virus subtype was inserted into the CRF07_BC subtype backbone. Recombination analysis demonstrated that the genome of GX2015QZLS204 was separated into seven segments with six breakpoints. Subregion trees constructed by the neighbor-joining method confirmed that the CRF01_AE segment was from the previously identified CRF01_AE cluster 2, and the CRF07_BC segment correlated with the CRF07_BC strain originating from the Jiangxi and Xinjiang provinces of China. The emergence of GX2015QZLS204 highlights the frequent generation of novel recombinant forms and the increasing complications of the HIV-1 epidemic among heterosexual transmission (HET) groups in China. This highlights the importance of monitoring HIV-1 molecular epidemiological characteristics and the urgent need for reduction of the HIV-1 epidemic among HET groups in China.